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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Tuesday

November 10, 1981

Israeli jets violate Saudi air space
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Saudi Arabian radio reported yesterday that
Israeli jets flew into northwestern
regions of Saudi Arabia.
The first headline broadcast from
Riyadh called the incident an attack
but a later report said only that the
jets had violated Saudi airspace.
In Washington, U.S. government
sources said that Israeli military
Slanes had, indeed, twice flown into
audi Arabian air space. But they
said no weaponry was fired by either
side.
THE PENTAGON refused official
comment, but sources who declined to
be identified confirmed the incident.
The sources said the Israeli aircraft
flew into northwestern Saudi Arabia
near Tabuk, site of a Saudi Arabian
military airfield.
"They operate there lots of times,"
said one source. "It is common knowl-

edge that the Israelis fly across the
border to check things out."
Word reaching the U.S. government
did not mention any intercepts by
Saudi military planes, nor any shooting.
The Bahrain-based Gulf News
Agency, also reporting an incident,
quoted a Saudi-Arabian army spokesman as saying Saudi warplanes intercepted the raiding Israeli jets and
"forced them to flee."

west region about 105 miles from the
kingdom's Red Sea coast.
The communique did not say
whether the Israeli jets bombed any
targets in Saudi territory.
RESPONDING to the report that
Israeli planes attacked Saudi Arabia,
Israeli military command spokesmen
refused to comment.
"The military never gives any details on its flights, not in the north, the
south, the east or the west," said one.
The location of the purported violation is hundreds of miles awav from
Saudi Arabia's Persian Gulf oil fields.
There was no Saudi description of the
number or type of planes involved.

THE REPORTED ATTACK comes
at a time of increased tension in the
Mideast following the U.S. congressional approval of an 8.5 billion arms
package toe oil-rich country that provides 20 percent of American imTHE COMMUNIQUE, as broadcast
Korted oil.A terse communique by the Riyadh state radio and transroadcast by the official Saudi state lated by The Associated Press, said:
radio and monitored in Beirut said the
"At 1400 today, Nov. 9,1981, aircraft
raid occurred in Saudi Arabia's north- of the Israeli enemy violated our

airspace in the kingdom's northwestern regions. Our tighter jets intercepted them and as a result enemy
planes returned to Arab (Israeli-)
occupied lands."
The communique did not use the
word 'attack.' But the Saudi state
radio in introducing the communique
said "enemy planes attacked the
kingdom's northwest."
The Gulf News agency also used the
word attack in its first report.
The Saudi communique did not
mention whether U.S. AWACS planes
stationed in Saudi Arabia had detected any Israeli aircraft. The Airborne Warning and Control Systems
planes had been sent to Saudi Arabia
to monitor air traffic in the gulf region
after the Sept. 22, 1980 outbreak of
war between Iran and Iraq.
The U.S. arms package for Saudi
Arabia includes five of the sophisticated radar aircraft - an arrangement that has angered Israel.

Sentenced to life

Professor says Mexican alien's conviction culturally inconsistent
by Kathleen Koshar
News staff reporter

staff photo by Dal* Omori
Karen Lengal. a junior social work major, does some last minute studying,
while giving blood yesterday In the Grand Ballroom. The Red-Cross Bloodmobile will be In the Union from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. through Thursday for those
who still wish to donate blood.

Anselmo Rangel, a 21-year-old illegal alien from Mexico, was sentenced
to life in prison last week, but a
University professor who was summoned by the court to testify said it is
culturally inconsistent for the man to
murder a 68-year-old woman.
William Kluge, Rangel's court appointed attorney who also has a private practice in Lima, said his client
could not speak or read English. He
had been in the United States for 30
days and was working for Midway
Meats, a pig slaughtering house outside Lima.
Rangel left Ohio and was arrested
and charged with raping and murdering a 68-year-old woman who lived
across the hall in his apartment building. Kluge said the alien was interrogated by a Secret Service agent from
Toledo named Victor Gonzalez.
DURING THE POUR HOUR SESSION, Gonzalez managed to get
Rangel to confess to the charges but
the Mexican's attorney tried
unsucessfully to get that evidence
surpressed during the trial.
Rangel insisted throughout the trial
that he did not understand what the
interrogator was asking him, and that
Gonzalez had assured him he would

be helped if he would just answer yes
to all the questions. The attorney said
Gonzalez denied doing this during the
trial.
Kluge said he is not accusing Gonzalez of lying. But, he believes there
was a communication problem that
eventually led to his client's conviction
In what appears to be a precedent in
the courtroom, Kluge argued that a
cultural gap exists between Rangel
and the American justice system.
RANGEL was a victim of poverty.
His father supported a family which
included nine children with a job that
netted him 3 a day. Kluge said the
family had no access to television or
radio where most Americans learn
about the court process.
As a result, Dr. A. Rolando Amdrade, who teaches the Latino component of ethnic studies at the
University, was summoned and testified that cultural differences may
have been part of Rengal's problem.
Andrade dealt with several issues
including machismo, family orientation, poverty and culture in Mexico.
"I tried to establish there are two
definitions of machismo," Andrade
explained; the Mexican and the
American definitions.
He said the readily acceptable

American definition is the "he-man,
two-fisted guy. The John Wayne syndrome." while the Mexican concept
has some American tendencies, it
"varies in that the definition carries
very little of the two-fisted champion,
the ever winning at any price concept."
TO BE MACHISMO, a Mexican
man refuses to open up to anyone.
"It's all right to lose as long as you try
but you do not tell others what you
did, Andrade said adding, that culturally, Rangel would not have confessed because it goes against the
grain of Mexican culture.
The night Rangel left for Texas, he
had been drinking with his Mexican
roommate in their apartment. The
roommate's girlfriend came to the
apartment; they got into an arguement and she slapped Rangel's roommate in the face.
Mexican women, especially in the
poorer, rural classes, Andrade explained/must respect the authority of
the male. To slap a male is to question
his authority and position in society."
BECAUSE THE MEXICAN was
tied to his culture strongly, Rangel
probably viewed his roommate as
something less than a man, even
castrated, and leaving him in Ohio
would follow the cultural traits of a

Mexican, Andrade said. But the role
of women changes as they grow older
in Mexico.
"An older woman becomes almost
equal to the Virgin Mary or a madonna," he said, and the woman can
easily usurp the role of the man as the
head of a family.
"For a man to try to kill or rape a
68-year-old women is totally culturally unacceptable," Andrade said.
The murdered woman was not Mexican.
The fact that Rangel lived in poverty reinforces his cultural attitudes,
Andrade said, because "poverty
seems to make culture more basic
and more difficult to change."
Rangel's jury had to decide whether
he had brought his "cultural baggage" across the border. Apparently
they felt he left his cultural mores
behind and Rangel was convicted of
aggravated murder. Although Kluge
is appealing the conviction, Rangel is
at the Ohio Penitentiary for a 90-day
indoctrination into prison life.
Andrade said he plans to visit the
man and write to his family in Mexico
to tell tham what has happened. "The
catastrophe is a 21-year-old man has
to spend 20 years or more of his life in
jail in a foreign country," he said. "If
what the lawyer said is true, there is a
miscarriage of justice here."

Goes to Board of Trustees
Brady vows to come back as press secretary Students
pass constitution
WASHINGTON (AP) - Press secretary James Brady returned to the
White House in a wheelchair yesterday, but his unconquerable wit was
intact as he helped President Reagan
open the refurbished White House
press room.
"You know, of course, this press
room is still built over a swimming
pool," Reagan said. "Now, it isn't
true, however, that the floor has been
hinged."
"Yes it is," quipped Brady.
The president and a roomful of
reporters erupted in laughter - per-

haps not a little relieved to hear
Brady sounding so much like his old
self in his first official appearance
since being shot March 30.

The press secretary's left side is
partially paralyzed as a result of the
bullet that shattered in his brain during the attack on Reagan.
BUT THE IMPISH GRIN that once
seemed permanently affixed to his
face has been replaced by an odd
melancholy look that belies his actual
good cheer.

And although Brady chooses his
words carefully, they come out in a
voice that starts as a monotone, then
rises toward the end of his sentences as if he unable to continue without
laughing or crying.
Doctors have said controlling the
range of his emotional expression is
one of the many things Brady is
releaming.
WHEN THE DOOR OPENED and
Brady was wheeled in, more than 200
men and women jammed shoulder-toshoulder into a room designed for
fewer than half that burst into sus-

tained applause.
It was an expression of favor newspeople rarely grant those coming
before them. Many of the reporters
wore tiny teddy bear pins or buttons
proclaiming: "The Bear Is Back."
Brady is known to his family and
friends, including the president, as
"Bear.
After upstaging the president with
his retort about the press room really
having a trap door, Brady sat quietly
as Reagan set the tone for the nbboncutting ceremony.
continued on page 4

Polish authorities balk at attempts to end strike
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Provincial
authorities balked yesterday at ratifying an agreement to end Poland's
biggest regional strike since the independent labor movement Solidarity
was formed 14 months ago, a union
spokesman said.
The tentative bargain would have
ended a 19-day wildcat strike by 160,000 workers in Zielona Gora that has
affected nearly every walk of life in
the farming province 230 miles west
of Warsaw.
At Solidarity's national headquarters in Gdansk, meanwhile, union
leader Lech Walesa and other ranking
Solidarity officials drafted a six-point

agenda for talks with the government
about Poland's economic and social
ills.
A UNION SPOKESMAN said Solidarity would like the talks to begin Friday. He said Solidarity wants mass
media access, free local elections,
judicial independence, creation of a
social-economic council, economic reforms, and compensation to low-paid
workers to offset price increases.
Solidarity's spokesman in Zielona
Gora, Marion Podsada, said a tentative settlement to the wildcat strike
had been hammered out in a "grueling" all-night bargaining session that

Inside
Weather

Sunny. High mid to upper 40s, low mid to upper
20s. Zero percent chance
of rain.
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ended early yesterday.
But he said provincial authorities
failed to appear at the appointed hour
to ratify the agreement, and were
trying "to torpedo the deal" by reopening bargaining on vital portions
of the accord.
"IN THIS SITUATION, there is no
chance of ending the strike very
soon," said Andrzej Berlak, a local
Solidarity official.
The strike began Oct. 22 with demands by local Solidarity officials for
the removal of three state farm managers for what the union called incompetency. It eventually spread to all

Rarts of the regional economy except
ealth services and utilities.
Podsada the strike need not have
been so extensive, "But the authorities here dug in their heels, and their
insistence Dred radicalism here,
which is the normal chain of events in
Poland."
HE SAID the draft agreement provides for the dismissal of the three
managers, the reinstatement of a
Solidarity leader fired from the state
farm where the strike began, amnesty for the protesting workers, and
strike compensation calculated at vacation-pay rates.

T-shirt
taste test
Page 6

by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter
Ninety-six percent of the students who voted in elections held
Wednesday and Thursday were in
favor of the student body constitution.
A total of 3,104 undergraduate
students voted in the elections, and
2,289, or 96.3 percent voted in favor
off the constitution.
One hundred and fifteen students, 3.7 percent of the student
body, voted to oppose the document.
Total ballots were counted after
polls closed both on Wednesday
and Thursday, and they were run
through a computer to determine
results on Friday. The constitution
will be presented to the Board of
Trustees for approval on Friday.
"THERE'S A LOT of possibilities that the Board can do," Mark
Dolan, representative at-large to
the steering committee, said.
"They can either pass it in its
entirety, or they can pass it in part,
or they can table it and pass it
later."
Dolan said if the Board choses to
table the constitition, a decision
will not be made until the next
Board meeting in January, and he
representatives from student organizations and from on and off-cam-

said in the meantime the steering
committee will be able to meet
with the Board to discuss problems
with the document.
If the Board rejects the constitution, a new student government
will be set up by the Dean of
Students.
D? THE DOCUMENT meets the
approval of the Board, students
interested in being part of student
government can pick up petition
forms in the student government
office, Dolan said.
They will be given three to four
weeks to get a stipulated amount of
student signatures and to do any
campaigning.
He said elections for these persons will be held at the end of this
quarter or the first part of winter
quarter.
Dolan said that persons elected
to student government will serve
until the middle of spring quarter
when the normal election procedure outlined in the constitution
will begin. He added that organizational and off-campus representatives will be elected in the fall.
The document, drawn up by
members of a constitutional steering committee, calls for a unicameral student governing body. The
General Assembly will consist of
pus districts, as well as at large
representatives.

Koehler cops
MAC title
Page 8
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Reagonomics: voodoo economics?
During the election campaign,
President Reagan's Republican opponent, George Bush, described Mr.
Reagan's economic plans as "Voodoo
Economics." I thought this was all
political hyperbole, until I walked
behind the White House on Halloween
night, and found a witch doctor
stirring up a broth in a large black
kettle.
"What's cooking?" I asked him.
"A little recession," he said mournfully. "I think I made a mistake in my
recipe."
"Let me taste it," I said. He handed
me a wooden spoon. "Ughghgh," I
spit it out. "It's much worse than I
thought. What did you put in it?"
"I know it's bitter, but I thought
that's what was needed. I took all the
fat off the bone and then I cut up the
bone. Then I added a dose of interest
rates and the pot boiled over. I have to
start all over again."
"What are you doing now?"
"I'm throwing out the baby with the
bath water."
"What for?"
"If I don't, the recession will
thicken and we'll be in a worse stew
than we are now. I have to start from
scratch."
"You Voodoo Economic witch doctors can really cook up a storm."

Focus
by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist

"Don't talk. Let's see. I have to
throw in a little of this and a little of
than."
"What did you put in the pot?"
"Sugar supports, peanuts, butter
and an Air Force base President
Reagan promised a Boll Weevil congressman in Florida."
"The stew is starting to boil over
again," I said.
"Well, it's not my fault," the witch
doctor said angrily. "They told me if I
cut out all the waste and chopped up
large cuts of taxes, there would be
more pie for everyone."
"I thought you were making stew."
"It started out to be a glorious
economic pie. Now I don't know what
the hell it LS."
"Maybe it needs more tax seasoningr than you thought," I suggested.
'We don't call them taxes. We call
them revenue enhancers. They're ad-

ditives that I'm going to have to put in
whether I want to or not."
"What are you dumping in now?"
"I'm peppering it with blame. When
the people finally realize what a mess
we've cooked up. we're going to show
them where the blame is."
"What kind of blame are you putting in?"
'Congressional Blame No. 1. You
sprinkle it on everything, and people
don't know what they're eating."
"That's some recipe for an economic stew."
"It might not be stew after it's
finished. It could turn out to be
gruel."
"I don't understand it. The way
Reagan and his people described this
dish, it was going to be tasty and
delicious and there would be enough
to go around for everyone."
"A Voodoo Economist can do just so
much," the witch doctor said. They
promised me all the ingredients and
couldn't deliver. I'll be grateful if this
mess doesn't turn'into a heavy recession hash."
He tasted it. "I think it needs some
more working poor."
"You're not going to put more working poor into the pot? I pleaded.
"well, you don't expect me to throw
in tobacco crops, do you?"

From mother to daughter: eternal wisdom?
BOSTON-The TV ad is cheerfully
maternalistic, a mother and daughter
special. In a mere 60 seconds, we see
trie passing of eternal wisdom from
one generation of women to the next.
It begins as we discover that the girl
has bought-gasp!-a bargain bleach.
This turns out to be more a cause for
pity than for censure. Mother, who
mows best about washing, explains
gently that a bargain is not always a
bargain, especialy when it is being
used on a favorite blouse.
By the end of commercial, the girl
has become wise in the ways of brandname bleaches and we have become
wise in the ways we really live in our
changing families.
The commercial is no more inane
than any other, but there is a new
character in the advertising soap
opera: the commercial geared to the
teen-age girl as family shopper. The
advertising people are hip to something. As more and more mothers go
to work, we are looking for more and
more help at home...from our daughters.
For all of our talk about training
kids differently, of raising a whole
new generation of men and women
who will share their adult lives easily
instead of wrenchingly, we haven't
changed the realities of young life
very much at all.
In this laundry-room scene, there is
neither father nor brother. Mother
and daughter share the laundry and
the shopping. It is still women's work...and girfs work...and you don't

It is always more difficult to change
the next generation, without changing
our own. We all seem to end up caught
at times in the assorted traps of the
evolving family, especially on the
issue of husbands and wives, daughters and sons and housekeeping.

Focus
Ellen Goodman
Syndicated Columnist

^^^^

have to be a social scientist to know
how close this advertising fiction is
fact.
where teen-age girls are in charge of
their brothers and sisters, while teenage boys are involved in sports or
"real" jobs. I see it in homes where
girls are more likely to carry the
weight of the housekeeping chores
than their brothers.
I see it even in people who have
easy expectations of help from their
daughters and self-conscious requests
of help from their sons.
Of course, all families are not alike
in this. There are differences among
homes that have boys, girls, or both.
Differences among homes with two
parents or one, fathers who share and
fathers who don't. Differences among
homes where parents and children
are conscious or unconscious of the
politics of housekeeping.
But the majority of women in this
country still carry the double work
inside it. The majority of men still
resist household tasks-adding one
hour a week of this home work over a
decade. Willy-nilly, they both pass on
that legacy to their children.

One mother I talk with describes
her choices. She can fight with her
husband over housework in front of
the children. Or do it herself ...in front
of the children. She worries about
either message.
Another tries to teach her son what
she calls "survival skills," only to
hear him lovingly reply: "I won't
need them, mommy, I m going to
marry someone just like you."
A third struggles to assign work
Xally between her children. Too
n her sons asks, "Why should I do
that? Daddy doesn't." If he refuses,
her daughter also rebels, "Why
should I do anything my brother
doesn't have to do."
In the end, a host of working mothers describe feeling stuck in their
daily lives: between carrying a heavy
burden or sloughing off more of it...to
their daughters. A host of daughters
feel caught: between taking on a load
that isn't fairly shared with brothers
or fathers, or leaving it on their mothers.
And in that scenario, a great deal
more is passed down from mother to
daughter than the brand name of a
bleach.

Good Samaritans a dying breed?
I always thought that good Samaritans were a dying breed. You know,
like the man in the Bible story who
helps the guy who was beaten by
robbers and left dying on the roadside?
To me, heroes were the brave policemen or fire fighters who saved
people from burning buildings or
strong athletes scoring the winning
victory points.
Never did I believe I would meet up
with a total stranger who would help
me in my time of need. Let me explain.
Last Saturday my boyfriend and I
(he was driving) were hot rodding it
down Manville not thinking twice that
we were going about 20 miles over the
speed limit.
Being from Michigan, he was totally unaware of the infamous Bowling Green speed traps that are so
unpopular with poor students who

Focus
by Marie Cisterino
News Staff Reporter

always get nabbed and rarely sob and
boo hoo their way out of the fine.
Looking ahead at the car coming
toward us (about 200 feet away) I saw
the driver blink her head lights at us.
Since it was the middle of the day and
the sun was bright, we wondered what
was wrong.
Allan checked the lights in the car
and they weren't on.
We spent the next 10 seconds or so
figuring the lady driver was either
loony tunes or crazy or just having fun
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flashing her headlights on and off.
When she finally got close enough so
we could see her, she held her hand in
front of her windshield and said,
"Slow down."
Allan sort of looked at me kind of
funny and said, "What's her problem?" I replied "Maybe she knows
how fast you really are and she's just
worried about my safety."
Within seconds, we both knew why
she was signaling.
In the distance, guarded by a clump
of trees and several houses, the old
BowlingGreen black and white police
car sat - radar and all.
"Slow down," I screamed. Just in
time. We both gave a sigh of relief.
"Do you realize that cop would have
double nailed me because I'm from
out of state?" Allan insisted.
"She saved us from getting a
ticket," I replied. "That was really
nice. She frantically attempted to get
us to slow down so we wouldn't get
caught. And she doesn't even know
us.
I guess there are good deeders left
in this world, even in Bowling Green.
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Roll out the red carpet, I'm coming home
Well, I gave in and went home last
weekend.
It's not that I don't like my home. In
fact, I can't think of a much better
atmosphere in which a little person
could grow up. But that's the problem. It's too good, at least now that
I'm in college.
And I don t think I'm unique.
There seems to be a certain status
allowed to college students who go
home for a weekend, rated just below
World War II veterans returning from
overseas and the hostages returning
from Iran.
Steaks or roasts suddenly materialize on dining-room tables that always
presented chicken and hamburger.
Candy dishes contain other than the
usual dust. Neighbors who - you
thought - hated you for breaking their
window when you were 12 greet you
and ask about school.
Free, unquestioned access to a
sharp-pictured, color, cable TV is too
much, especially if it has one of those
remote control set-ups.
And what a feeling (for non-carowning students) to get behind a
steering wheel again.
But what a feeling to get back to the
University Sunday night and unpack
the suitcase and find those books you
took home but never took out and
subsequently got buried under dirty
socks.

cheese, jelly, fruit, soup, laundry detergent, pickles, cereal, syrup, crackers.
And don't worry that all this food
will expand your waistline. Just make
sure your roommates see your take
and you'll get just enough.
• Go to the local public library if you
really have to gel some work done.
Try studying in your bedroom and
you'll either wake up a few hours later
or find yourself going through memorabilia in your drawers or closet.
• While at home, keep a schoolbook
close by at all times. Mom may sug!;est you go out and help Dad rake
eaves or put the storm windows on.
Having a book close by will enforce
your excuse that you have to do some
reading. Then go up to your room and
fall asleep or look through your drawers or closet.
• Fit time into your schedule to visit
all the relatives within a 25-mile radius. These people are boring but
they're also always good for a few
bucks or a plate of cookies.
• On Friday night, when Mom asks
if you're going out, look sad and
explain that you can't afford to. She'll
feel sorry for you and either reach
into her purse or convince Dad to
reach into his wallet.
Then go out with your friends, buy a
case of Buckhorn Beer and pocket the
rest.

Focus
by Dave Sigworth
News Staff Reporter

There seems to be a certain discipline that students must follow in
order to come back to the University:
1) at a weight equal to that at which
the student left two days before; 2)
with the schoolwork taken home accomplished; and 3) with more money
than when he or she left.
• Pig out at dinner but only at
dinner. There's no sense not having
room for all the good food Mom has
cooked up Just because she also
stocked the house with a variety of
snacks.
She stocked the house with the
snacks for you (unless you have a
younger brother) so don't worry that
you're not eating them. Just stick
them in with your stuff to go back to
school. And Mom'll be glad that the
stuff will be gone because Dad's on
that diet anyway.
But don't stop there. Take the whole
cupboard.
Parents have money; they can afford to go out and buy more bread,

Lettersi
Drinking age should
be changed to 19
Raising the drinking age of beer to 19
Crs old is a subject on many minds,
r companies are getting tired of
making two kinds of beer. Also, bars
are hassled by having to serve both
low and high beer. Thus, the drinking
age of beer should be 19 years old.
By raising the beer drinking age,
beer companies would have less cost
of production. They wouldn't have to
worry about stamping 3.2 percent on
cans and they would only have to
make one kind of beer - 6 percent.
This would provide beer drinkers with
a much wider selection.
The same goes for bars. It would be
to their advantage if the drinking age
were raised because they would only
have to serve one kind of beer - 6

percent. They wouldn't have to worry
about serving 18 year olds high beer.
The hassles ofstamping hands and
checking I.D.'s would be reduced.
In conclusion, it would be an advantage to many if the beer drinking age
were raised to 19. Beer companies
could make only one kind of beer and
bars could serve only one kind. It
would prevent many hassles and
would save them both money.

tion among female students! What I
would like to know is why, if women
are subjected to such a degrading
environment at Bowling Green, their
population still dominates over male
students?
Granted it is unsafe for women to
walk alone at night, but this is a social
problem found most anywhere and
has nothing to do with equality. As far
as equating the work force here, I am
sure there are many more underlying
factors than discrimination against
women. Equating the work force
solely for the sake of equality would
be detrimental to the true objectives
of a strong and effective work force.
I realize "cat calls" can be humilating, but I would really like to know
what other degrading environmental
conditions women are forced to tolerate here.
John Grieco
515 Offenhauer East

Sharon Wyatt
112 McDonald West

Equality detrimental to
effective work force
In response to the numerous letters
about the environment women are
experiencing on campus, I would like
to say that Dr. Arpad seems to have
started what could be a small revolu-
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Respond.
If you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, amlicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editor of The BG News, 106 University HaU.
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Second countdown to be shortened

MORTAR BOARD will meet at 8
p.m. in 203 Hayes Hall. All members are invited to attend.

discussed. The meeting is open to
all.

The film ICH KANN AUCH 'NE
ARCHE BAUEN (We can build
Noah's ark, too) will be shown at 8
p.m. in 070 Overman Hall. This 1973
film is directed by Hark Bohm and
is in German with English subtitles
and is sponsored by the department of German and Russian.
The UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION will meet
at 7:30 at the Mileti Alumni Center.
The "Extern Experience" will be

The BLOODMOBILE will be on
campus from 10 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
through Thursday in the Grand
Ballroom, Union.
All students with NATIONAL
DEFENSE-DIRECT STUDENT
LOANS, NURSING STUDENT
LOANS, or STUDENT DEVELOPMENT LOANS who are graduating or leaving the University
after this quarter should contact
the Student Loan Collection Office
at 372-0112 to make an appointment
for an exit interview.

NewsbriefsUniversity offices closed for Veteran's Day
The following offices will be
closed Wednesday for Veteran's
Day:
Academic Department Offices; Alumni and Development
Offices; Bursar's Office; College
Offices; Computer Services Office;
Continuing Education, Regional
and Summer Programs Office;
Dean of Students Office; Educational Development Office; Executive Vice President and Secretary
to the Board of Trustees Office;
Financial Aid and Student Employ-

ment Office; Legal, Staff and Contract Relations Office; Personnel
Support Services; Planning and
Budgeting Office; President's Office; Provost's Office; Public Relations Office; Registrar's Office;
Residence Life Office; Standards
and Procedures Office; Student
Organizations and New Student
Programs; Student Recreation
Center Office; University
Bookstore; University Treasurer's
Office; Vice President for Operations Office; and WBGU-TV Office.

Bromfield fire causes moderate damage
Fire caused a "moderate
amount" of damage in a Bromfield
Hall dorm room Sunday morning,
Bowling Green Fire Chief Howard
Rutter said yesterday. He could not
put a dollar value on the damage
done to the room and its contents.
Rutter said the fire, which is still
under investigation, was not
started by any electrical or other
defect in the room.

He said most of the damage to
the room and its contents was
caused by smoke. A smoke detector and light fixture in the hall near
the room, 330 Bromfield, were also
damaged, Rutter said.
The residents, Manuel Palomo
and George Heppt, were in the
room when the fire started but
escaped unharmed. Both men have
been reassigned to new rooms.

Shuttle launch preparations running smoothly
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) Space officials gave the go-ahead
yesterday for a second, abbreviated
countdown to start this morning and
leading to the shuttle Columbia's curtain-call flight.
The clock is to start at 8 a.m.(EST)
aiming for a 7:30 a.m. Thursday
launch of the first spaceship ever to
take a repeat trip in orbit.
The first count got to within 31
seconds of lift-off last Wednesday,
only to be blocked by clogged filters in
two of Columbia's three auxiliary
power units.
The units have been cleaned, the
spacecraft checked and astronauts
Joe Engle and Richard Truly are
ready to try again. They will fly here
today from their training base at the
Johnson Space Center in Houston.

SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE

by David Sigworth
News staff reporter
Freshmen hoping to gain credit
hours by examination this year will
not be able to do so through the
University's Time-Flexible Degree
Program because the program has
been placed on the blocks for review.
Joan Morgan, director of the University division of the Center for
Educational Options, said the tests
will not be given this year because the
service responsible for the tests is
discontinuing them as of June 30.1982.
In a letter to the center, dated Nov.
21, 1980, the Educational Testing
Service explained that it decided to
discontinue the tests used - the Undergraduate Assessment Program - after an 18-month review.

During five days in space, the astronauts are to subject the spaceship's
systems to more rigorous tests than
John Young and Robert Crippen did
on the maiden flight in April. In all,
four test flights are planned before
Columbia starts satellite-carrying
missions late next year.

ENGLE, 49, and Truly, who celebrates his 44th birthday Thursday,
will fly here in separate T38 jet
Slanes. They plan some aerobatic
ying this afternoon, and on Wednesday they are to practice emergency
landings on a 15,000-foot runway near

Engle and Truly will devote several
hours to testing a 50-foot mechanical
arm intended on future flights to
place satellites in orbit and to retrieve
pay loads for servicing. Their cargo
bay carries a package of Earth-monitoring sensors.

"ALTHOUGH THE SERVICES of
UAP are now used by over 400 colleges and universities, the overall test
use volume of the program has been
declining and has not been sufficient
to prevent substantial financial deficits each year," the letter explained.
"Of greater concern is the increasing
age of tests' content."
The financial constraints have kept
the tests - introduced in the Fall of
1976 - from being updated, according
to the letter.
"The termination date ... was set
to prevent these tests from being used
beyond their useful life," the letter
stated.
MORGAN SAID the letter coincided
with a recommendation to review the

program, sent to the Provost's Office
last year by the Credit Alternatives
Committee.
There have been problems with the
Time-Flex program at the University,
she said, especially concerning
whether or not the tests are "measuring things we're giving students
credit for," namely humanities and
social and natural sciences.
The committee will look into that,
she said, as well as if students are
using the program to graduate early
or towards a double major.
Morgan emphasized that the TimeFlex program only has been temporarily halted and the committee
should have its recommendations ready by the end of the school year.

PIZZA INN

the pad in an aircraft modified to
handle like Columbia. They would use
the strip on Thursday if their shuttle
engines quit early and they could not
get into orbit.
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BUT, Morgan said, whether or not
this year's freshmen will be given the
opportunity to take the Time-Flex
next year is "up in the air."
She added that the committee, composed of faculty and staff, also will
review the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) and Advanced
Placement program, although these
have not been halted for the year.
The Time-Flex tests have been
given once a year and, based on
performance, award students from 0
to 45 hours of credit. Morgan said
students who already have taken the
tests will not be affected by the developments.
Of 159 students taking the test last
year, Morgan said, 77 earned enough
credits to gain junior standing.

i/ftfJlb Do you have skills/ t
♦ ^wv ta,entstnatcan'tbe ♦
♦ \r^
learned in a
♦
typical University course? i

TUESDAY NIGHT BUFFET

2 Bedroom Apts. 1 Bedroom Apts. Efficiencies
FURNISH ED or UNFURNISHED

• all utilities included
except lights
• laundry facilities
available
214 Napoleon 352-1195

clock ticking down from 73 hours, the
truncated version starts at 35 hours.
Three planned holds totaling 12V&
hours stretch the count over 47V4
hours, compared to 129^ for the original.
Pumping liquid hydrogen and liquid
oxygen into Columbia's fuel cells is
the first item on the countdown checklist. The fuel cells generate electricity
to operate the craft's systems, and the
chemical reaction of mixing the hydrogen and oxygen produces drinking
water.

Time-Flex credit by examination to be dropped

MEADOWVIEW COURT
^APARTMENTS V

(¥»*'"

AS LAST WEEK, it appears the
weather will be touch and go, with a
storm front heading toward Cape
Canaveral. Light, intermittent rain
was forecast for Thursday morning.
"Right now they're saying the
weather should be OK for launch,"
said space agency spokesman Mark
Hess. "That front is expected to move
through here on Wednesday and be
gone by Thursday."
At the launch pad, Hess said, "everything is running along very
smoothly," with pre-count preparations ahead of schedule. Launch director George Page said he could see
no reason to delay the start of the
count today.
OFFICIALS DECIDED that the
early portion of the original countdown would not have to be repeated,
and instead of a full count with the
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Tired of Tests Given
by Teachers?
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l616E.Wootter
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The Yhrairy Sport of the Mind

Preliminary rounds
Nov 16. 17, 18
Finals Nov. 23
Cost: 50 cents per team member
Four players and one alternate per team

"Native" is the long haired look ol 1992. A precision cut
ond a body support perm was used to creata this eliciting, carefree design.

SIGN UP BY NOV. 12 IN THE
UAO OFFICE

The romontk look lor I9»2 Is softer and lull bodied. The
style shown here wo* creeled with a gentle support
perm, followed by o precision hoir cut. for obnoet main
tenonce free results.
The Arrangement uses on* of the molt
advanced professional approaches available today. The) system is bated on a
thorough knowledge of each client's focial
structure, hair type, condition and treatment
history to assist the hair designer in the styling approach and selection of permanent
wave formulation.
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Court says states don't have power to rule on obscenity
WASHINGTON (AP) - States and
local communities cannot shut
down stores or theaters displaying
sexually explicit materials before
getting a court ruling that the
materials are obscene, the Supreme Court ruled yesterday.
By a 6-3 vote, the Justices upheld
rulings that a Washington state law
which in some cases would allow
such closings without a court hearing was an unconstitutional "prior
restraint" on free speech.
In separate actions, the court
refused to protect parents of public
school studentsf rom having to pay
for school property vandalized by
their children and agreed to decide
whether the NAACP must pay for a
1960s boycott of white-owned businesses in Mississippi.
The court's affirmation in the

Washington case was issued without a written opinion and without
oral arguments being held.
CHIEF JUSTICE Warren Burger, joined by Justices Lewis Powell and William Rehnquist, said the
lower federal courts and the Supreme Court should stay out of the
case until the law was used and
until state courts could rule on it.
Similarly broad public nuisance
laws apparently are rare. According to court papers filed in the
Washington case, only Idaho has a
similar law on its books. It has
been upheld by that state's courts
but now may come under new legal
challenges.
Laws allowing similar closings
were struck down in Alabama,
California, Georgia, Louisiana and

North Carolina, court papers said.
The Washington law declares
business establishments to be
"moral nuisances" if they exhibit
"lewd films or publications." It
provides for confiscation of all
money from sales or admissions,
and permits court orders' to close
the business for as long as one
year.
IN STRIKING down the law, the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
said, "The ability of a court to close
a place temporarily because
obscene materials 'may' have been
sold, distributed or exhibited on the
premises is an impermissible prior
restraint."
The justices also took these actions:
•Agreed to decide whether The

Legislators near to budget agreement
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Legislative leaders, meeting in private,
apparently were near agreement
yesterday on the state's long-debated tax increase and budget bill.
During a break in the deliberations, House Speaker Vernal Riffe
(D-New Boston) said he was optimistic that agreement would be
reached, possibly later in the day.
He said there still are plans for
the two houses to vote on the bill
Wednesday, adding, "I've already
called my people.
RIFFE and Senate President
Paul Gillmor (R-Port Clinton) sat
in on the closed negotiations of a
six-member joint conference committee which is trying to resolve
Senate-House differences on the
fiscal package.

raiser in both plans was a 1 percent
increase in the sales tax that would
bring in about 667.1 million in the
biennium ending June 30,1983.
HOWEVER, the House approved
total tax boosts of 1.4 billion, comeared to a little less than 1 billion
y the Senate.
Besides the sales tax, both chambers also voted for tax increases
that would affect consumers.
The House voted to increase
taxes on beer, wine and cigarettes,
with the latter being made subject
to the sales tax for the first time.
Senators approved an increase in
the cigarette tax, but favored no
change in present taxation policy
on beer and wine. However, the
Senate approved an excise tax on
soft drinks that would average

Gillmor also said he was optimistic that a compromise bill
would emerge.
"We're making progress across
the board," he said.
Neither Riffe nor Gillmor would
give details of the deliberations,
saying that in hopes of avoiding
pressure from lobbyists, they
wanted to keep the entire package
under wraps until it was finished.
BUT THE BASIC DIFFERENCES between the Senate and the
House were known to involve
spending levels. The Democraticcontrolled House approved a 13.8
billion package which the Republican Senate whittled to 13.1 billion.
The two houses also came up
with different tax increase packages, although the prime revenue
about a penny per 12-ounce can.

vertisements urging court juries to
trim money awards for accident
victims. Now, five companies that
ran such ads face the possibility of
having to pay money damages.

Washington Post should get information the State Department says
may jeopardize, if published, the
safety ot two men living in Iran.
The newspaper filed a Freedom of
Information Act lawsuit seeking to
find out whether the two Iranian
nationals are naturalized U.S. citizens.

mer Illinois congressman's appointment.
•Agreed to judge the constitutionality of sweeping changes Congress made in bankruptcy law
three years ago. The justices will
review a federal judge's ruling that
Congress exceeded its authority
when creating a system of bankruptcy courts and bankruptcy
judges.

•Ruled that conservative Sen.
James McClure (R-Idaho), lacks
the legal standing to challenge
Abner Mikva's appointment as a
federal appeals judge, thus killing
McClure's lawsuit against the for-

•Refused to bar penalties against
insurance companies that run ad-

Diet may affect sickle cell anemia
COLUMBUS (AP) - Some West African societies seem to protect them-,
selves against the worst effects of
sickle-cell anemia by the food they
eat, a Stanford University anthropologist said yesterday.
And, according to Stanford's William Durham, the West Africans gain
Srotection against malaria through
le combinedeffects of their religious
observances and the sickle-cell anemia in their blood.
Doctors in the United States are
trying to leam whether the Africans'
diet can lead to a treatment for sicklecell anemia, a genetic disease suffered by many black Americans and
many Americans of Mediterranean
descent.
THE WEST AFRICANS have an

Brady.

unusually high rate of sickle-cell anemia but live longer than most other
victims of the disease. Durham
wanted to know why.
First, he discovered that sickle-cell
anemia was more common in societies that grew yams than in neighboring societies that grew and ate rice.
No one could explain the difference,
Durham told a science writers' seminar sponsored by the Council for the
Advancement of Science Writing.
But Durham said he knew of research that seemed to indicate that
sickle-cell anemia would protect victims against malaria, which is common in West Africa
THE MALARIA parasite, which
causes disease by working into red

blood cells, cannot live very well in
the sickle-shaped red blood cells of
sickle-cell anemia sufferers. The
cells, because of their shape, can
become trapped in the capillaries.
The blood cells then rupture, and the
malaria parasites die.
But sickle-cell anemia is also a
dangerous disease. The cells that
collect in the capillaries eventually
block the flow of blood, causing blindness, pain in the extremities and
death in severe cases.
So the advantages the Africans
gained by surviving malaria would be
lost if they died from sickle-cell anemia. But Durham discovered their
diet gave some protection against
sickle-cell anemia.

truly belongs in this room, a man
whose courage has been an inspiration to all of us," the president added.
"And I'm proud that Jim Brady is my
press secretary."
Turning to Brady, Reagan said,
"We're all waiting for the day that
you come back for good."

Again, the room again burst into
applause.
"I am too, Mr. President," Brady
said through the din.
"I'll come back," Brady vowed as
his wheelchair was being rolled out or
the briefing room after the dedication.

from page 1

"First, let me welcome all you
orphans home," the president said.
"Y'know, we kind of missed you. It's
been quiet over here, kind of like
when the kids go back to school.
"As happy as we are about reopening today, we're even more
elated by the presence of a man who
| coupon I
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Shirt brings back tragedy, raises controversy
DAYTON (AP) - A Dayton father
whose son was among the 11 persons
trampled to death in a mob trying to
6et into a Cincinnati concert of a
ritish rock group said two years isn't
long enough to mourn.
A West Coast T-shirt maker, however, believes that two years is plenty
of time to get over the tragedy that
occurred at a concert of "The Who"
on Dec. 3. 1979.
"Time has passed, and we are way
out here on the West Coast," T-shirt
maker Steve Guccione of La Ha bra,
Calif., told The Dayton Daily News. "I
think you are making a lot bigger deal
out of it than we would."

Dayton, said in an interview last
week.

GUCCIONE also told the Cincinnati
Enquirer recently that, "Death isn't a
funny subject, but we're not looking at
it from such a personal view. It's been
a couple of years and people can joke
about it as something tnat happened."
Guccione, 21, a cousin of "Penthouse" publisher Bob Guccione, is
marketing T-shirts emblazoned, "I'd
Walk Over You to See The Who."
The father of one of the victims in
the stampede thinks Guccione's justification is outrageous.

His son, Walter Adams Jr., 22, was
suffocated when thousands of people
surged toward entrance doors to rush
for space close to the bandstand.
Since those deaths, a city ordinance in
Cincinnati has banned festival seating
and required reserved seats.
"It's a follow-up to what originally
caused the tragedy - greed," Adams
said. "It is an exercise of such poor
taste that it challenges my comprehension."
GUCCIONE SAID the verse has
been "around for some time" and "it
just sounded kind of catchy and peo-

"TO ME, it is about as low down as
a person could get to make a lousy
dollar," said Walter Adams Sr., 51, of

w

ple went for it.
"I didn't make it up. I just put it on
a T-shirt. There's a lot worse we could
be doing. I'm not trying to offend; I'm
just trying to make a living."
Adams said that noting the anniversary would have been difficult enough
without the T-shirts.
"That is hard enough to face. Now,
something like this comes along,"
Adams said. "I don't think such a
thing is a joking matter, and I am
sure the other 10 families who lost
loved ones in that tragedy feel the
same way."
Ann Weldon, who represents "The
Who" in the United States, said the
shirts are "totally in bad taste.
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Weekend wrap-up,
swimmers from last season have
graduated.

Wolverines
win BG relays
Eight meet records were set last
weekend at Bowling Green's Cooper
Pool as the Falcons women's swim
team opened its 1981 swimming season.
Ten other teams participated in the
BG swimming and diving relays, with
Michigan setting five records and
Michigan State, three. The Wolverines placed highest in the relays with
236 points with the Spartans finishing
second with 204 points. The Falcons
were fifth with 128 points.
BG coach Ron Zwierlein said he
thought the Falcons did well when
comparing their times to those of last
years event. Zwierlein, who is beginning his first season as BG's men's
and women's swim coach, said it was
difficult for him to compare times
from last weekend's meet with those
from a year ago since some of the

JoAnn Lanciaux, Bowling Green's
steady freshman cross country runner, earned a spot in the NCAA national meet, Nov. 21, in Wichita, Kan.,
BG placed third in three events with after finishing eighth in last weekFalcon divers Marsha Scodova and end's District IV meet in East LanMary Jane Harrison finishing third in sing, Mich.
Lanciaux covered the 3.1-mile disthe one-meter and three-meter diving
events. The Falcons 800-meter free- tance in a time of 18:21, but needed a
style relav team of Amy Kindy, Lau- strong finish to narrowly edge Eastrie Nichols, Penny Currie and Donna ern Michigan's Bonnie Arnold for the
Homberger placed third in their final national qualifying spot.
The Falcons' women's team ended
event.
its season with a third place finish in
"Laurie (Nichols) participated in the meet, trailing Michigan State,
two events back-to-back and so did which won the meet with 19 points,
some of our other swimmers," he and Indiana, the meet's runnerup
said. "That may have affected our with 62 points. The Falcons were next
times, but we definitely won't have with 72 points.
MSU's Ann Pewe and Karen Campswimmers swimming in back-to-back
meets during the course of the season. bell tied for the individual regional
Right now, it's good practice for them title with a pair of 17:45 timings.
"We ran sluggish," Sink said, "and
and helps them get into shape."

I think it was a little hard trying to get
everyone up for this meet, after going
all out at the Ohio Intercollegiates and
the conference championship meet.
"I feel good about the season
though," he continued. "They have
won every race we asked them to.
and, overall, we had a very successful
season.
"I thought we could have beaten
Indiana. But it will take more to build
ourselves up to competing with Michigan State. They have an extremely
strong team and appear to be strong
in the future."
Other BG runners were: Kathy
Kaczor, who finished 13th with a time
MSU's team title means that the
Spartans will represent the district at
the national meet. Indiana's JoAnna
Reneke (second) and Rose Ann Barn-.
hill (sixth) joined Lanciaux in gaining
individual tickets to the national
meet.
BG coach Sid Sink said his team did
not run as well as he had hoped, but
added the meet completed a very
successful season for his runners,
of 18:51; Rosalie Cocita (14th, 18:52);
Tern Gindlesberger (15th, 18:54);

Bengals gaining respect in NFL after drought
CINCINNATI (AP) - Since the Cincinnati Bengals entered the National
Football League in 1968, only Paul
Brown's last team (in 1975) and Bill
Johnson's first team (1976) have won
seven games as quickly as this year's
surprising AFC Central Division leaders.
"I guess the world will know now
that we are for real," defensive end
Mike St. Clair yelled as the Bengals
left the field Sunday after upsetting
the San Diego Chargers 40-17. "We
are for real. We are contenders."

bling, is among the most vocal of the
Bengal cheerleaders.
"I hope nobody now looks at us as
the Rodney Dangerfield of the NFL,"
he said, referring to the comedian
who's line is that he "don't get no
respect."
"Howard Cosell, we are for real,"
reiterated St.Clair, vocalizing the
Bengal players' long-time frustration
over the scant amount of time their
"highlights" get on ABC television's
"Monday Night Football."
But with their record in recent
years - the Bengals haven't made the

The Bengals, downtrodden after
two 4-12 years and a 6-10 record last
season are 7-3 already and lead the
Central Division by two games.
"I think we have finally gotten over
that identity crisis that many people
had about us," said wide receiver
Steve Kreider, who caught one of two
touchdown passes thrown Sunday by
quarterback Ken Anderson. "Most
people just didn't think we were for
real."
StClair, a massive 6-foot-5, 250pound, five-year veteran from Gram-

1*. INI 7

Club Clips-

Lanciaux makes
national meet

"We did much better in the distance
events," Zwierlein said. "The early
part of the meet consisted of the
sprint events. We've been working a
lot on yardage since beginning practice, and I think that helped us in the
distance events."

NKM«<I

Come see the Resume Professionals
Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestyles available

playoffs since 1975 - Cincinnati has
been overlooked by nearly everybody,
including opponents, local fans and
the people who schedule "Monday
Night Football."
Last season, the Bengals scored 244
Kints, the fewest since the 215 their
st year in the league. Cincinnati has
scored 288 points already this year.
Throughout those terrible years,
the Bengals amassed a lot of first
round draft choices. Gregg says that
talent finally has found the heart and
discipline to play championship football.

and Gidget Wicham (22nd, 19:05).

Spikers second
in final tourney
Last weekend's tournament at the
University of Louisville marked the
end of the 1981 campaign for the
Bowling Green volleyball team. The
Falcons finished second in a field of
five teams, winding up with a 13-27
record this fall.
Tournament champions, the University of Cincinnati, defeated the
Falcons in the championship match in
two close games, 16-14,15-11.
Cincinnati also beat the Falcon netters in the first round of the tournament, 15-9,15-9.
The Falcons bounced back in round
two, however, and handed Louisville
a 15-10,10-15,15-12 loss.
The BG spikers continued to roll in
the third round as they defeated Tennessee Tech, 15-12,15-2.
In the fourth match, the Falcons
beat Mt. St. Joseph, 15-10,15-7.

Im notesEntries for the all-campus wrestling tournament are due today in the
Intramural office. Entries are available from fraternity and residence
hall athletic chairmen and at the IM
office, 201 Memorial Hall. The tournament begins next Monday at 7 p.m. in
Memorial Hall.
WSA defeated the Kappa Sigs, 3-1,
to take the all-campus soccer crown.
Bromfield scored on the last play of
the game to defeat Phi Kappa Tau. 127, and win the all-campus football
title. The Phi Taus were the defending
champions.
The Varsity downed The Fervents,
13-6, to- lake the coed football
championship.

Bowling Green's men's rugby team
defeated Ohio State, 104, to win the
Ohio Collegiate Rugby
Championships, last Saturday, at College Park.
BG's defense ruled the emotionpacked game, shutting down OSU's
offense and limiting them to two penalty kicks by Mark O'Shaunessy. The
Buckeyes were unable to successfully
run the ball, and were forced to kick
the ball away on their possessions.
The Falcons drew first blood when
scrumhalf Kevin Voulk took the opening kickoff all the way for a try and a
quick 4-0 BG lead. OSII closed the gap
to 4-3 on Mark O'Shaunessy's penalty
kick.
Falcon Mike Harrington connected
on a penalty kick of his own to put BG
ahead 7-3 at the half. O'Shaunessy
added another penalty kick in the
second half to pull the Buckeyes back
to within reach at 7-6, but Harrington
also added another penalty to ice the
championship for BG.
In the semifinal earlier Saturday,
BG defeated Ohio University, 13-7,
while Ohio State beat Miami, 9-4.
Harrington broke BG's single season
scoring record with his try in the first
minute of play. He also had a penalty
kick and a conversion kick to finish
the day with 15 points and 90 for the
season.
BG finishes its fall season with a 141-1 record and will advance to the
Midwest Universities' Cup, which the
Falcons will host in May, 1982. The
winner of the Midwest event will
advance to the nationals later that
month in Greely, Colo.
Bowling Green's women's club
rugby team defeated the Cleveland
Classics, 14-0, Saturday at Squire's
Castle. The victory put the ruggers'
record at 4-2.
Becky Dunderman led the attack by
scoring a try in each half for the
Falcons. Dinee Brown also had a try,
while Sandy Balzer rounded out the
scoring with a two point conversion
kick.
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AD FOR ALLYOU-CAN-EAT
SHRIMP WAS
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•SPACES STILL AVAILABLE*
• 6 Days of Skiing
• 7 Nites in Condos
-fully equipped kitchen
-heated outdoor swimming
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• $366

MARY
HEALY
HAS
SOMETHING
TO SING
ABOUT.

# They're expecting the earliest
*•»«*
opening in their history!!!
JOIN SKI CLUB FOR AN EXCELLENT TRIP
Call Rob 352-5520 or Ginny 352-4371
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Congratulations to our
New Alpha Xi Delta Actives
Tina Gladieux
Laurie McSweeney
Mitzi Mazur

Sue Quinn
Linda Anderson
Diane Moellendick

Connie Cavalier
Nineteen years
ago, Mary Healy had
a success she'll never
forget: recovering
from cancer. She
and almost 2 million
others are living
proof that serious
forms of cancer can
be beat. But not
without the research
and advances in
treatment that your
donations help to
fund. Your
contributions are
important. As
important as life
itself.

The BG News is
Sorry for the
inconvenience.

*
*
*
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*
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1980-81, 81-82 Frat Football champs
(all campus)
A TEAM -wt-

B TEAM -vs-

Pikes 13-7

Sigma Chi's 34-13

Sigma Chi's 27-12

Phi Beta Sigma 42-13

Delts 12-6

Zeta Beta Tau 33-18

Beta's 13-7

Delts 34-6

Theta Chi (A) 28-14

Thela Chi 20-22

t
♦

We are now accepting applications for
management positions in:
-AVIATION
-BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
-ENGINEERING
-PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
-INTELLIGENCE

Applicants should be no older than 34 years
old, have a BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may inquire), be able to pass aptitude and
physical examinations and qualify for security
clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
OR CALL COLLECT 419-352-7236.
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD MONDAY NOVEMBER 9th AND
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 10th.
ALSO VISIT US IN THE STUDENT CENTER NOVEMBER 9th
AND 10th.
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Present this coupon at Charlie's Blind Pig
for

CJf|Q Fl"GG TOCO ^

Good on Nov. 108 11

with the purchase of the first one

FfOm 4-1 2

We Play Music To Your Request

PIZZA
ON
WHEELS
Daytime Delivery at Pagliai'f EAST
Please note our new hours
SUN4p.m.-1a.m.
MON-WED11a.m.-1a.m.
THURS—FRM 1a.m.-2a.m.
SAT 4p.m.-2a.m.

Theta Chi (B) 13 - 0

Congratulations on a JOB won Done
All Campus Cross Country Champs
Frat. Dlv. Tennis Co-Chimps

pagliai's East delivers Free
EAST 440 E - Court
362-15S
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Sports
Perplexed:
BG wins guessing game
by Chris Sherk
sports editor
MUNCIE, Ind. - The scoreboard clock at Ball State
Stadium last Saturday was missing a few light bulbs,
creating some indecision as to just how much time
remained in each quarter of the football game. An "8"
looked more like a 0" and a "9" could have passed for a
Add to that Bowling Green's inconsistent play throughout the contest - play that somehow produced a 14-10 MidAmerican Conference win over Ball State - and the
combination made a considerable amount of guessing on
the part of the 6,813 sun-baked fans in attendance.
Down 7-0 with 1:18 (or so it seemed) left in the first
quarter, BG raised a few eyebrows by opting against a
chip-shot field goal on a fourth-and-one situation at the
BSU 17-yard line. BG's Bryant Jones ran into a wall of
Cardinal red on the next play, and fell to the ground short
of the first-down marker.
"The kid (BG placekicker Gehad Youseff) warmed up
badly. Almost invariably, when Gehad warms up badly,
that's it," BG head coach Denny Stolz said, explaining
his decision against the field goal. "There's an example
of a freshman just flat out losing it. But he'll be back."
BG DBD ATTEMPT a pair of three-pointers later on,
but Youseff was short on both kicks.
Stolz continued to keep everyone guessing on BG's two
touchdowns, as well.
A Jones' carry and a facemask penalty gave the
Falcons a first down at the BSU seven. But two plays
netted only three yards, and BG was looking at third and
goal at the 4-yard line.
Stolz then replaced starting signal-caller Dayne Palsgrove with his more-mobile, option-type quarterback,
Greg Taylor, who started the game at flanker. Taylor
rolled right and pitched to Jones, who sprinted to the
corner ofthe endzone for the score. Youseff's extra point
kick evened the count at 7-7.
Taylor returned to the position in which he started
earlier this fall with the Falcons trailing 10-7 late in the
third quarter.
BG began its second scoring drive at the BSU 49. As it
had all day, the Cardinal defensive line forced the
Falcons to earn every yard. Two fourth down conversions, one going for 15 yards on a pass from Palsgrove to
Shawn Potts, aided in sustaining BG's march to a first
down at the Ball State 3-yard line.
AGAIN THE CARDINALS' defensive crew shut down
BG's forward motion. Carl Rosser ran straight ahead for

no gain. Jones, who gained just 84 yards on 33 carries,
slammed twice into the center of the line. Still no score,
as the ball rested on the one.
Re-enter Taylor and the added dimension he presents
in running the option. This time, though, he sneaked
across the goalline behind center Jim Schumann for the
go-ahead score.
"Most of the credit on that play goes to Jim Schumann," Taylor said. "He just burried his man, and I
went over him."
For the most part, BG's offense met its match in the
Cardinal defensive unit. The running game was kept
under control by the presence of BSlrs inside linemen,
Craig Newburg (13 tackles) and Dave Scheller (10
tackles, three for losses).
BG's offensive performance was also inhibited by the
absence of Jone's favorite blocking escort, the injured
Tom Glendening. Glendening made the trip and dressed
for the game, but did not play.
"We absolutely struggled, offensively," Stolz said.
"We couldn't put much together, but we scored when we
had to."
The Falcons were outdone in most statistical categories, being outgained 240 to 177 in net yardage - 134 to 93
on the ground and 106 to 84 on the ground. But while the
Cardinals turned the ball over twice on interceptions, the
Falcons played error-free when it came to turnovers.
Ball State also was penalized heavily, nine times for 76
yards.
"THE THINGS THAT hurt us were the penalties more
than anything else," Ball State head coach Dwight
Wallace said. "We would come off the line looking at a
first and 20. Our offense is not built for first and 20's. So
many of those penalties forced us out of our game plan."
With the Falcon offense neutralized by the Cardinal
defense, the responsibility for securing the win fell upon
the capable shoulders of the defense. And similar to fast
week's finish against Kent State, the defense bent but did
not break.
The Cardinals had one last opportunity to pull the
game out, when they drove from their own 39 to BG's 14.
On first down, however, BG's Pat Kennedy wrestled
down Cardinal quarterback Doug Freed for an eightyard loss. Freed threw incomplete on his next two
attempts, before throwing a desperation heave right into
the arms of Kennedy, ending the threat with what
appeared to be 51 seconds left.
We have a good defense - what's left of it," Stolz said,
referring to his iniury-riddled unit. "They're a kind of a
ratty bunch, but they are very effective.

staff photo by Dean Koepfler
BQ's Andre Young (59) has Cardinal quarterback Doug Freed under control, with Pat Kennedy (80) and Stu
Tolle (93) in pursuit last Saturday In Muncie, Ind.

Koehler coasts to MAC cross country crown
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

News Service photo

Chris Koehler

Before the men's cross country
season began for Bowling Green, it
was no secret that Chris Koehler was
the top returning runner for the Falcons.
Last year, Koehler placed second
individually behind Miami's Bryan
Pownall in the Mid-American Conference Championship meet, while leading the Falcons to a third place finish.
Last Saturday in Oxford, the Bay
Village junior attained one his goals
for 1981, by capturing the MAC'S
individual title at the conference

championship meet at Miami University. His teammates, however, failed
to match Koehler's superlative effort
as the Falcons floundered to a sixth
place finish.
Miami's Redskins won the team
title.
KOEHLER COVERED the 6.2-mile
distance in 30:47, beating runnerup
John Locker of Miami, who finished in
31:14, and Don Volkey of Northern
Illinois, who finished three seconds
behind Locker.
Koehler's performance topped an
earlier effort by almost two minutes
on the Oxford layout, when he clocked
a 32.36 in a September dual meet.

"It (winning the MAC individual
title) was my number one goal this
season," Koehler said. "Tne first
time we ran here, I had a bad day.
This weekend, everything went well
and the meet will make me more
confident going into the (NCAA) districts, (this weekend in Milwaukee,
Wis.)."
BG coach Mel Brodt said, "Chris
ran very well and was confident. This
will give him a big boost in his confidence going into the district meet."
Miami's team championship denied
Western Michigan its third consecutive MAC title. The Redskins, who
totaled 52 points, placed runners in

MUNCIE, Ind. - Pat Kennedy was
the man of the moment, when the
moment belonged to Bowling Green
last Saturday.
Kennedy's sack of Ball State's
dangerous quarterback, Doug
Freed, and his interception that
followed three plays later were the
kind of supreme individual efforts
reserved for heroes. Kennedy was
just that in almost single-handedly
saving BG's 14-10 Mid-American
Conference win over the Cardinals.
The Falcons' senior defensive end
played his heroic role just as inconspicuously as ever. But this time
Kennedy got recognition; the other
times he did not.
HIS PERFORMANCE in Muncie,
Ind., went a long way in erasing all
of the anguish of having every move
analyzed in relation to those made
by his older brother, Mike, Toledo's
all-America candidate at defensive
back.
There was one post-game comparison between Pat and Mike, and
there will be more.
These words came from Denny
Stolz, BG's head coach, who said
without hesitation, "Truth of the
matter is, Pat Kennedy is every bit
as good as his brother."
THE MONKEY had been lifted
from his back at last, and in a
steamy lockerroom, still echoing
from a shouted rendition of BG's
unofficial fight song, "Ay Ziggy
Zoomba," Kennedy was eagerly reliving those final frantic moments.
"That was a rough one! We've
Clayed pretty good ball, defensively,
ut we just felt like we were letting
down. Somebody had to make the
big plays," said Kennedy, who
turned out to be that somebody.
Kennedy's part in the win, which

sustains BG's slim hopes for a MAC
championship and a trip to next
month's California Bowl, could have
been easily overlooked, if not for the
Cardinals' final drive. Up to that
point, Kennedy was by no means the
player of the game in anyone's book.
After all, he totaled a mere three
tackles in the game.
But another look reveals that all
three tackles went for Ball State
losses, adding to Kennedy's nine
others that rank him as a MAC
leader in that category coming into
the game.
HIS TIMELY SACK of Freed in
the waning moments of Saturday's
game forced Freed to go to the air
on BSU's last three downs.
"They came up to the line, and we
were supposed to be in a particular
defense, Kennedy said, recalling
the sack. "But we had a couple of
guys on the wrong side. Then we got
straightened out.
"I nit the tight end and came off
the corner. I got cut down by a back.
I knew Freed was there, and when I
got back up he was right there in
front of me."
Of his interception, Kennedy said
that he dropped back with Dave
I^Cosse, the tight end, saw him
curl, then stepped in front of the
pass intended for LaCosse.
Kennedy's day in the sun included
two other tackles for losses that
went unnoticed in the game's official statistics.
He teammed up with Andre Young
and Craig Valentine to throw Freed
for a 13-yard loss on Ball State's
third possession of the third quarter.
Kennedy, Valentine, and Shawn
Simms gang-tackled Freed for a
seven-yard loss, slowing BSU's final
march downfield.
Two rather significant plays; both
went unnoticed. Perhaps it makes
no difference, though, for Kennedy's
moment was yet to come.

came in healthy and placed high in
the meet.
"We may have been a little highstrung going into the meet, because it
was the first competition of this kind
for most of them as a team," Brodt
continued. "But in order for us to be
more competitive next year, we need
to have our lower runners finish
closer to Chris."
Other Falcon finishers were: Chris
Los, who finished 28th with a time of
32:33; Tim Brennan (31st, 32:44);
Holger Hille (35th, 32:59); Bob Barrett (39th, 33:11); Chuck Pullom
(43rd, 33:20); and Scott Creel (53rd,
34:18).

Falcons slip to CCHA cellar
with tie, loss in Houghton

Kennedy owns moment
by Chris Sherk
sports editor

the 2nd, 11th, 12th, 13th and 14th
places and earned their coach, Chuck
Zody, the MAC's coach of the year
honors.
WESTERN PLACED runners in the
6th, 7th, 9th, 16th and 30th positions
for a total of 68 points. The key to
Miami's win, according to BG coach
Mel Brodt. was WMU's Kurt I.iechty's 30th place finish in the race.
Liechty placed fifth in the conference meet a year ago, but injuries
have hampered his efforts this fall.
"Individually, the meet was (run)
fine, but team-wise, not so good,"
Brodt said. "Miami's winning can't
be considered an upset, because they

by Tracy Collins
News staff reporter

with a wrist injury. York's original second
line of Perry Braun, Samanski and Tim Hack
is now sidelined with injuries.

HOUGHTON, Mich. - Bowling Green
hockey coach Jerry York got what he wanted
out of his players last weekend against Michigan Tech, and that was increased and balanced scoring. Unfortunately, the Huskies
outscored BG, 13-11, and came away with a
win and a tie at the Student Ice Arena.
BG led Michigan Tech, 4-2 and 5-3, late in
Friday's game, only to have the game end in
an overtime tie at 5-5. The Huskies rallied
again on Saturday, to defeat BG, 84.

The Falcons'offense came to life against the
Huskies, BG's defense went into a slumber.
The Falcons allowed two shorthanded goals in
the opening contest, including an unassisted
score by Huskie Mike Lauen which brought
Tech to within 5-4, and set the stage for Jeff
Johnston's tying goal with six minutes left in
regulation time.

The tie gave the Falcons their first point of
the season but, with Lake Superior State
College's three points at Michigan, BG fell to
the cellar of the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association. The Falcons now have a record of
0-7-1, and 0-3-1 in the CCHA. Michigan Tech is
3-3-2, and 2-3-1 in the CCHA.
BG came out firing in the series, led by the
number four line of George Roll, Nick Bandescu and Andre Latreille. and wings Peter
Wilson and Kim Collins, who all broke out of
slumps in a big way.
ROLL SCORED a hat trick on Friday and
added another big goal in the third period of
Saturday's contest. Collins had two goals and
an assist in the series, while Latreille added
three assists, Wilson had two goals and Bandescu had a goal and an assist to complete 14
Kints of scoring by the players, none of whom
d scored entering the series.
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BO's Pat Kennedy homes In on pass he picked off to
put away Ball State last Saturday In Muncie. Ind.

"George Roll's ability to cash in those goals
was a big plus for us," BG coach Jerry York
said. "I was very pleased with the play of (the
fourth) line, with George and Andre Latreille."
Ten of BG's 11 towards scored in the series,
giving the Falcons their highest and most
balanced scoring of the season.
The resurgence in scoring by his lower line
forwards was exactly what York needed after
center John Samanski was sidelined Friday

LAUEN'S SHORTHANDED GOAL came on
an interception of an errant BG pass directly
in front of the Falcon goal. BG's Mike David
had just stooped a two-on-one break with a
fine save after another errant pass almost
gave Tech a goal.
On Saturday, Tech scored a goal with 14
seconds remaining in the second period when
Garry Galley lost the puck inside BG's blue
line to set up the shot by Huskie Steve Murphy. The most costly Falcon error came with
3:30 left in Saturday's game, when a breakdown in the defense allowed Mark Palkovich
to score the winning tally, just 13 seconds
after BG had rallied to tie the contest on Chris
Guertin's power play goal.
"The seventh goal - that really hurt us,"
York said. "We regrouped after the time out
and scored, but we got mixed up covering the
middle point man (Palkovich).
"It is unbelievable how close we are to
bringing losses to wins. We played 126 minutes
even with them, and they are a very solid
team. We could have come out of there with
three points (two for a win, one for a tie), but
instead we came out losing another top forward (Samanski)."
York said the key to the Falcons' tie Friday
was the play of David, who made 29 saves,
including five saves of almost certain goals in
the first period while the Huskies were on the
power play.

